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On The Cover:

Salvaging an aluminum shade scrim from a 1970’s 
office building is just one of the clever and artful 
surprises you’ll find inside this 1950’s home renovated 
by Tobin Smith Architect. Page 20.

It takes a talented and creative mind 
to look beyond a home’s problems and 
unattractive features and see the real 
potential of the property. Several are featured 
in this issue, renovating homes from historic 
to humdrum.

Who better to restore a 1950’s home 
to its mid-century-with-a-modern-twist 
glory than an architect and an artist? Tobin 
Smith and wife Courtney did just that with 

a home that neighbors had hoped would be demolished. By peeling back 
layers, salvaging and repurposing existing materials, this house is ready for a 
fabulous future.

Another San Antonio property in need of rescue was a Sears and Roebuck 
kit house from the 1930’s. Having had many modifications over the years, the 
new homeowners found an original Sears and Roebuck floorplan, very similar 
to their own home, and hired friend and architect Craig McMahon to restore it 
to its nearly original design.

With dreamy lakefront property and lenient setback restrictions thanks 
to grandfathering years before, a 1980’s house, described as “dismal,” was 
transformed by Furman + Keil Architects. Floor-to-ceiling windows now 
span most of the house and a palette of bright whites and neutrals allows the 
spectacular views to dominate.

Grady Burnette Builders has contributed significantly to a family compound 
in Wimberley. It began with a two-story farmhouse and led to a bunkhouse 
and cabins — totaling seven bedrooms and nine bathrooms in all — enough 
room to host their entire extended family. And after severe flooding in 2015, the 
steadfast homeowners have called on Burnette once again for repairs.

When your furniture needs a renovation as well, two ladies from Austin 
and San Antonio are mixing up the upholstery scene with creative fabric 
combinations and expert craftsmanship. Check out ReNewal and Spruce.

If you’re planning a last minute summer getaway or a perfect fall escape, 
the Highland Lakes, six in total, offer unlimited outdoor activities, picturesque 
landscapes and lots of opportunities to just relax.

Cheers to a fabulous end of summer!

Trisha Doucette

FROM THE EDITOR EDITOR’S ESSENTIALS
PEGGY’S ON THE GREEN

I have been giddy with excitement since hearing that 
Mark Bohanan was opening a restaurant in Boerne. And 
it’s almost ready. Along with his signature steaks, he’ll be 
serving up contemporary Southern goodness inspired by 
his grandparents’ cooking and classic American dishes, all 
sourced from area farms. I’m equally excited to see the 
renovations to the beautiful and historic Kendall Inn 
which will house the new restaurant. Built in 1859, front 
porches span the length of the 19th century limestone 
building (originally a stagecoach stop) for a Southern-Hill 
Country combo that pairs perfectly with the new and 
much-anticipated menu.  Peggysonthegreen.com

THE DIENGER TRADING CO.
A few steps away from Peggy’s On The Green is the old 

Dienger building (Boerne insider secret: at the turn-of-the-
century there were tunnels that originally connected the 
two properties) that has been lovingly restored by owner 
Raymond Lunsford and general manager Michelle Ernst. 
Sitting grandly on a corner of Main Street, this beautiful 
building has been many things since it was constructed 
in 1884 by Joseph and Ida Dienger as a dry goods store 
and personal residence. It was last used as Boerne’s beloved 
library. Today, it houses a café for breakfast, lunch and 
weekend wine and tapas, a boutique for women, men 
and babies with one-of-a-kind finds displayed beautifully 
throughout the space, and even a small bookstore as a 
respectful nod to its past as a library. Lunsford equated 
Boerne’s love of this building to San Antonio’s love of the 
Alamo, and he wasn’t kidding. He certainly did good by it.   
Thediengertradingco.com

TOUCAN JIM’S
For the last stop along my personal I-10 route of Hill 

Country fun spots, Toucan Jim’s in Center Point (right past 
Comfort) is a tropical paradise for those searching for their 
last shaker of salt. This island-themed bar and restaurant 
is a lush maze of plants with pathways leading to colorful 
palapa-covered tables tucked into the landscape. Cold 
drinks, fish tacos and live music provide the perfect Key 
West vibe. It’s also nice that Toucan Jim’s grows a lot of their 
vegetables on-site and employs several energy and water-
saving options such as rain water collections and a septic 
aerobic system to keep everything green.  830.634.2640
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2015 & 2014 CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR
National Remodeling Association San Antonio Chapter

cross-tx.com  •  (210) 826-7200

Discover the CROSS difference at cross-tx.com

CROSS is a full-service residential remodeling and custom home builder, with an established customer base 

in San Antonio and the surrounding area. We pride ourselves on sound ethical business principles 

and a strong desire to provide complete customer satisfaction.



      Granite & 
Marble Showroom

At Triton Stone, we pride ourselves on offering the largest selection of 

natural stone and the highest quality kitchen and bath products.

In addition to providing a variety of artistic, mosaic and floor tiles, 

Triton Stone is a leading wholesaler and distributor of granite and 

other natural stone products. 

With our numerous locations in the Southeast, we have the resources to 

find you what you need to make your project a success! Visit our 

warehouse and showroom today and we will assist you in selecting a 

material that will suit your lifestyle.

Stone • Quartz • Tiles • Sinks • Faucets • Toilets • Tubs • Tools

Now stocking a large selection 

of Natural Stone & 

Quartz slabs at both of our 

40,000 sqft locations!

Visit Our Showroom!
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: 8am-5pm; Wednesday: 8am-7pm; Saturday: 9am-1pm

Triton Stone Group® of Austin

2515 Brockton Drive, Suite 101

Austin, TX 78758

512-821-0020 office

512-821-0024 fax

Triton Stone Group® of San Antonio

107 W Nakoma Street

San Antonio, TX 78216

210-546-0980 office

210-546-0981 faxwww.tritonstone.com

Kitchen & Bath Showroom
open to the public.
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OTTO HAUS
By ANGELA RABKE   |   Photography by MARK MENJIVAR

We are all familiar with “The Cottage District” in any given metropolitan area. 

These charming neighborhoods boast well-preserved Sears and Roebuck-style 

homes whose inhabitants are understandably protective when it comes to their 

neighborhoods’ architectural vibe. The quaint area where San Antonio couple Courtney 

and Tobin Smith discovered their architectural treasure is one such neighborhood — 

but the home that they purchased was a bit of an outcast. 
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riginally constructed in 1954 as a one-story home 
by architect Otto Ransleben, the structure had 
been compromised by a clumsy two-story 1970’s 

addition. The property was an absolute steal, selling for the 
lowest cost per square foot for the area in the year that they 
purchased it. The neighbors were eager to see it go, as the Smiths 
share with grins. “As soon as the word got out that we weren’t 
planning to tear it down, a few houses around us immediately 
went on the market.” But the Smiths were the perfect couple 
to take on the task of transforming the Otto Haus. Tobin is a 
successful San Antonio architect, while Courtney teaches art at 
a nearby school. Their combined design sensibilities contributed 
to a home that still stands out amongst the many cottages 
surrounding it, but today is recognized for its quiet elegance — 
a tall sentry which somehow captures both past and present, not 
only complementing, but adding to the beauty of the area.

O
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on the east end of the living room was cut 
open and replaced with a full width glass 
sliding door. This spatial “uncorking” 
allowed a visual release and brought 
the living room closer to the original 
architect’s intent with a connection to 
an exterior patio and garden. The wood 
beams and ceiling are all original and 
required sanding to remove a layer of 
shellac before applying tung oil.

Next, Smith designed an extension of 
the tower’s overhang that stitched the two 
disparate masses together. On a practical 
level, the extension provides shelter at the 
home’s entry point, but visually it provides 
unity between the two pieces. The door 
is a dramatic steel piece that takes its 
cues from the entry steps, also created 
with salvaged steel. Redwood siding on 
the original one-story section, painted 

barn red at some point, was removed, 
flipped and re-installed virgin side out. 
The cheaper pine siding on the tower 
addition, largely rotten, was removed 
and replaced with stucco to articulate 
this vertical piece as a separate element. 
Finally, a salvaged aluminum shade scrim 
from a demolished office building of the 
same era was incorporated as an artistic 
axial entry sculpture and walkway lantern. 

Indeed, from the moment you enter the 
gate, it is evident that Otto Haus is home to 
two artists who understand how to breathe 
life into objects that others may have 
dismissed. Intriguing planters were salvaged 
by the couple when the ceramic artist, a 
relative, planned to toss them; shaped as 
heads, the artist had experimented with 
using marbles for eyes. In firing the pieces, 
the marbles melted, giving the faces tears 

From the beginning, the design 
challenge was clear — to transform 
the unsuccessful addition into a 
compositional and functional asset, re-
connect the original living room to the 
garden and delineate the original mass 
from the addition. An artist himself, 
Tobin viewed the design process as if he 
were working on a collage — the art of re-
using and composing disparate scraps into 
a meaningful whole. “It was important 
to us to celebrate the spirit of the mid-
century design while creating something 
new and fresh,” he said. Keeping in mind 
the collage process, the transformation 
included cutting, flipping, folding and 
layering. The 1970’s tower addition 
blocked eighty percent of the daylight, 
creating a dim and cave-like space. To 
address it, a D’Hanis block exterior wall 
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— an intriguing and lifelike touch. A close friendship with another 
San Antonio artist and architect, Tom Fling, has resulted in several 
unique additions to the Smiths’ art collection, including a bright 
art installation that gives life to the stairway, and which Fling 
created by repurposing metal paint chips.

Art, much of it created by friends, adds joyful punctuation to 
every space in the home. While the structure is not overly large, 
its generous windows, modern but straightforward finishes and 
the arrangement of space give one the sense of being in an art 
gallery. Even the master bath has a sculptural quality, featuring 
a dramatic tub centered on the wall, Staron® countertops and a 
monochromatic white look.

The galley kitchen is also clean and white, with the same 
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Staron countertops as both of the home’s 
bathrooms. Small but functional, it proves 
that a kitchen needn’t be expansive, as 
current trends tend to dictate. Courtney 
is an accomplished cook and delights in 
creating beautiful meals for their family 
and friends in the streamlined space. 
“Our house is ship like, as is the kitchen. 
We inherited the galley footprint and 
brightened it with white counters and 
cabinets and openings in each direction. 
If we had started from scratch, we would 
have been inclined to make it bigger, but it 
turns out that it is efficient and functional 
and all the space I need as is.”

The couple has a few things left on 
their punch list, like a 6.24 kilowatt 
solar array that they prepared for 
during construction. But their biggest 
new project will certainly add a new 
dimension to Otto Haus; baby boy Smith 
is scheduled for a summer arrival and the 
happy couple is already considering well-
designed baby-proofing solutions in order 
to fully accommodate a growing child. 
Sliding doors will enable the parents 
to easily shut off certain spaces when 
necessary, concrete floors are easy to clean 
up (and roller skate friendly), the ladder 
for the nursery bunk is cleverly elevated 

off of the floor and modern meshing up 
high is reminiscent of a ship’s lookout. 
Even the swing that will grace the front 
yard’s tree is full of design possibilities. 

Most importantly, the modern space is 
full of love and sets an example for their 
growing family that even in architecture, 
it’s important to find the beauty where 
others don’t see it, learn from the past 
and act in the present to create a more 
beautiful future. v

ARCHITECT   Tobin Smith Architect
210.326.6646
Tobinsmitharchitect.com
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AWARD-WINNING 
INTERIOR DESIGN

custom homes • lofts
spec homes • commercial

512.443.3200 
www.bellavillads.com 

Stephanie J. Villavicencio, ASID
Texas Registered Interior Designer 



A HISTORIC KIT HOUSE GETS 
RE-FIT FOR TODAY

From their charming front porch tucked back from 

Alamo Height’s Argyle Avenue, Elizabeth and 

Madison Marceau have hosted a sit-down dinner for 

60, a handful of showers for friends and witnessed 

their daughters, now 3 and 1, go from making first 

milestones to zooming around on riding toys. In the 

evenings, they sit comfortably beneath the shaded 

space, relaxing together while listening to music or 

having drinks with friends. Undeniably the favorite 

addition of their remodeled home –– a 1930’s-

era original Sears and Roebuck kit house –– the 

Marceau’s front porch plays out like a happy scene 

extracted from the long lost days of yesteryear. 

By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by DROR BALDINGER

heir Sears and Roebuck design is one of three 
similar era craftsman houses sitting side by side 
on the prestigious avenue, one of the first streets 

completed in Alamo Heights during the late 1800’s. Kit houses, 
American’s first mass-produced prefab homes, offered people the 
opportunity to pick out a design straight from the catalogue 
that fit their tastes and budget and receive a complete ensemble 
of ready-to-assemble materials ranging from the roofing and 
flooring to the cabinetry and countertops.

When Elizabeth and Madison Marceau were in the process of 
moving back to San Antonio, Madison stumbled on the house 
which was in desperate need of work. Although their remodel 
budget was limited, the home’s deep historical ties and close 
proximity to an area significant to both of them –– Elizabeth 
grew up about 600 feet away and the two got married at The 
Argyle –– was enough to seal the deal. They also loved the idea 
of living near San Antonio’s burgeoning downtown scene and 
admired the physical attributes of the property beginning with 
its modest 2,000-square-foot size.

T
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“Once I saw our home for the first 
time I really liked the size, the larger lot 
and the historical nature of the home,” 
says Madison. “We wanted to stay away 
from the 4,000-square-foot type homes 
and still try to stay relatively small, but 
knew we would have children at some 
point in the near future so we needed a 
couple of extra rooms to grow into. The 
interior was a little rough, but I knew I 
was going to rebuild the house anyway 
so I just needed to make sure I liked the 
shell, the lot and the shell’s placement 
on the lot.”

Over the past half century, several 
exterior modifications had altered the 
look of the home, which resulted in a 
loss of the original character and charm 
that was still intact with the two other 
neighboring kit homes. The previous renovations, combined 
with the fact that the house had been vacant for an extended 
period, called for serious updates to all living spaces and building 
systems so the couple turned to a skilled family friend for help 
–– Craig McMahon of Craig McMahon Architects. 

The couple wanted to update the home in a way that would serve 
them as they started a family without breaking the bank. Some 
original design elements were still intact so McMahon focused the 
design on reclaiming the look of the original California craftsman 
bungalow-style home, adding an expanded master suite and 
reorganizing living spaces to create a more open, modern layout. 
After the couple found an original Sears and Roebuck plan online 
similar to their home’s layout, McMahon’s design team engaged 
that original intent to make the home what it is today. 

The original covered front porch 
had been lost, or enclosed, and it was 
difficult to determine the original 
layout of the front of the house due to 
extensive changes over the years. The 
original Sears and Roebuck plan had 
been modified with a changed street-
side roofline, the original wood lapped 
siding had been covered with stucco 
and it had lost 30’s-era detailing. 
The design concept centered around 
rebuilding the front porch, which 
had changed with a new roofline 
added in the 70’s or 80’s, to offer a 
better indoor/outdoor experience and 
improve the curb appeal.  

Now, like the Marceau’s, McMahon’s 
favorite part of the remodel is the 
traditional covered entry porch with 

detailing reminiscent of the 1930’s.
“It connects and re-engages all of these Sears and Roebuck 

homes,” McMahon says. “It really brings the street together and 
gives off this 1930’s-era family atmosphere.”

Typical of floor plans of the era, the home featured small 
enclosed rooms with doorways and infilled porches which 
required a serious effort to restore and improve. Utility systems 
were in need of updating and the house lacked insulation. To 
bring the home up to date, the renovation incorporated insulated 
low e-aluminum clad doors and windows, open cell spray foam 
insulation with upgraded HVAC systems for improved energy 
performance and a new On-Demand water heating system.

Hidden under the homes modified exterior were the original 
deep painted wood overhangs and wood detailing, which were 
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carefully reconstructed to remain reminiscent of the nearly 
100-year-old California craftsman style. To modernize existing 
spaces, McMahon’s main focus was to transform the kitchen 
into an open, flowing central space while preserving original 
cabinetry details.

“We wanted to open up the kitchen and make it a central 
feature of the home which was a simple change that completely 
opened up the home from front to back and filled it with 
light,” says McMahon. “It was very closed up, but now the 
kitchen is the heart of the home.”

A modest 500-square-foot master 
suite was added in a similar architectural 
scale, complete with a low sloping 
roof and large overhangs as well as a 
shared master porch that connects to 
the new family room, expanding the 
home’s entertainment capability. An 
open two-car carport with storage 
was also added, which now functions 
as a pavilion to provide a greater 
connection with the backyard. 

Any windows that could be salvaged 
were kept while existing windows in the 
front of the house were taken down to 
the ground and swapped out for a more 
cost-effective French door system which 
results in a greater connection to the 
outdoors. Original longleaf pine floors 
were refinished rather than replaced and 
details and nuances were salvaged and 
enhanced wherever possible.

“We were working on a very tight budget so we had to find 
the most cost effective ways to do things and we were trying to 
salvage what we could where we could,” says McMahon. 

Even after the additions, the three bedroom, two bathroom, 
2,600-square-foot home remains compact, but it lives much 
larger than it did before thanks to the open, flowing layout and 
enhanced indoor-outdoor experience. McMahon says he was 
most surprised by the old home’s solid layout and structure. 

“The most interesting thing was this house had something to 
work with –– it had a true craftsman character that had been 
hidden,” says McMahon. “I had never run across a home with 
such good bones to work with. And it was really simple to open 
up the spaces, which was helpful to the budget. The existing 
bedrooms and bathrooms and scale were all fine so we didn’t 
have to work too hard at any of that.”

Inside, revamped interiors remain timeless and fresh thanks 
to designer Kate Kingman’s classic selections such as Carrera 
marble, chrome fixtures and dark finished floors. But her 
signature touches add a bit of glitz and fun with selections like 
the patterned wall paper in the dining room and playful pillows 
that pop against more neutral upholsteries.

“This was a very special project for me,” says Kingman. “The 
young couple is the third generation that I have helped and I 
have known them since they were born, and they were preparing 
for their first child while working on the remodel. I helped them 
with their home in Dallas and we used everything from that 
project and purchased some new items to complete the home 
along with some family heirlooms, too.” v

ARCHITECT   Craig McMahon Architects
210.710.3874   |   Cmarchtx.com

BUILDER   Reasonable Remodelers
210.887.7399

DESIGNER   Kate Kingman Interiors
210.854.9457
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A simpler way of life.

Home Sweet Shore.

Vacation Rentals 
and Real Estate

www.cinnamonshore.com
(361) 786-0772



By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by NICK JOHNSON

TRANQUIL 
TRANSFORMATION
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When work brought a couple 

from California to Austin, 

they landed on a one-of-a-kind 

property on Lake Austin –– 

a private peninsula surrounded 

by sparkling water and 

uninterrupted vistas. 

here was only one problem: the 1980’s-built house 
sitting on the site which came with a slew of draw-
backs ranging from an unappealing exterior, clad in 

wood siding and painted battleship gray with bright red trim, 
to clunky detailing, inelegant proportions and arched windows. 

“From the exterior, your heart sank when you drove up to it,” 
says Philip Keil of Furman + Keil Architects. “It was not attrac-
tive at all. Then inside, the walls and materials were really dark 
–– almost black –– and sponge painted with bronze gold. It had 
very small windows which had the effect of sucking all the light 
out of the house. It was just dismal.”

T But as this renovation proves, the ability to look past the 
problems and see the potential for what could exist resulted in a 
home every bit as spectacular as the site it sits on.

“An early mantra that helped to inform almost every design de-
cision was to allow spaces to interact with this amazing site and 
take advantage of the uniqueness of each view,” says Gary Furman. 

The property, a unique peninsula surrounded on three sides 
by water sitting across from Laguna Gloria, is graced with un-
interrupted views of the peaceful lake and a sense of privacy 
due to its lack of immediate neighbors. Because the existing 
home was grandfathered under more lenient setback restric-
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Before

tions, which had increased dramatically since the house was 
built, the decision was made to remodel rather than tear down 
and start fresh.

“It would have been a great house to tear down and rebuild, 
but with all the zoning laws governing this piece of land, the 
homeowners would have been left with a postage stamp size of 
land they were allowed to build on,” says Keil. “It made it un-
developable as new construction. That was the genesis of the 
remodel –– by keeping the bones of the original house, the 
homeowners were able to rebuild a house that met their needs.” 
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Working largely with-
in the constraints of the 
remodel, reusing the 
existing slab and a large 
percentage of exterior 
wall structure, Furman + 
Keil Architects’ redesign 
of the 5,890-square-foot 
Lake Austin home dra-
matically opened up the 
house to the surrounding 
lake. Collaborating with 
a talented team that in-
cluded interior designer 
Fern Santini, builder 
Dalgleish Construction 
Company, Mark Word 
Design and engaged homeowners, the project went from clunky 
and cluttered to contemporary and clean-lined.

“The original house was composed of a series of small rooms,” 
says Furman. “By restructuring the roof framing with 
long span steel beams, we were able to remove all of 
the interior walls in the main public areas of the house, 
resulting in an open floor plan. Spaces are discretely de-
lineated from one another with a series of free-standing cabinets 
which never reach the ceiling.”

Furman says the result is a complex series of interacting spaces 
in which the extents of rooms are kept purposely vague. 

“One of the big things Gary and I discussed early on was the 
idea of changing the scale of that living room to take advantage 
of the amazing site,” says Keil. “The solution was to divide the 
space and create a screen porch on the south portion and a living 
room on the north portion. That sort of started this process of 
opening the house to engage much more with the landscape and 
amazing lakeside setting.” 

Before, walking from the oversized living room to the exterior 
pool deck was an abrupt experience. Now, the serene screened 
porch creates a subtle transition from the indoors to the out-
doors, connecting the home to the surrounding landscape. Pan-

oramic windows and 
floor-to-ceiling sliding 
glass doors reinforce 
the connection. 

The courtyard was 
redesigned to allow visi-
tors to penetrate deeper 
into the site through 
an extended entry se-
quence that creates a 
more intimate, peace-
ful experience. The 
adjacent garage was 
transformed into a car-
port and art studio that 
opens up to the entry 
courtyard. Before, as 

visitors approached the house, they were greeted with the sight of 
bright red garage doors. But by simplifying and decluttering the 
entry courtyard, pulling the glass-surrounded dining room to the 
front of the house and converting the garage into a carport, the 
lake becomes the focus from the very beginning.

“The goal was to achieve a sense of arrival, serving as a transi-
tion to the refinement found once inside,” says Furman. 

The exterior was re-clad in understated stucco while steel 
shading devices, exposed structure, and fenestration add visual 
prominence and anchor the home to the landscape. Replacing 
the busy wood cladding with stucco declutters the appearance 
of the house with simplified, smooth lines. The backside of the 
carport is clad in raw copper with one corner left open to al-
low a small peek of the lake. Raw copper is repeated in various 
spaces throughout the house such as the kitchen vent hood 
and backsplash, exterior window framing and screened porch 
fireplace –– serving as what Keil describes as jewelry against an 
otherwise neutral palette. Replacing the previous roof with a 
thinner, more elegant profile adds a rhythm and level of detail 
signature of the firm’s work.

Open spaces, ample use of glass and bright white tones maxi-
mize the diffusion of natural light throughout the house –– the 
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kitchen, for example, is a glass-surrounded space flooded with 
natural light that glimmers against quartz countertops and 
bright white cabinetry. 

“We took inspiration from an existing kitchen skylight to 
fashion a new window wall that folds into a skylight,” Furman 
says. “Constructed of bent steel with mahogany trim, the glass 
extends directly to the countertop, enhancing the connection 
from interior to exterior.”

Inside, Santini curated a contemporary style that celebrates 
the home’s setting and blurs the distinction between the indoors 
and outdoors with a simple material palette of indigenous lime-
stone, rift sawn white oak flooring and copper, and a subtle, 
creamy backdrop punctuated with fun elements such as playful 
pendants and surprising textures.

“The idea was to celebrate the setting, keep the atmosphere 
lighthearted and casual, but artful –– to not deliver the expect-
ed,” says Santini. “The furnishings provide a neutral backdrop 
for art and entertaining –– they’re a mix of styles and periods so 
they’ll never date themselves.”

One of Santini’s favorite features is the hanging bed on the 
screened porch. “I had wanted to do one forever and finally had 
a client agree,” she says. “Now it’s everyone’s favorite spot.”

Whether relaxing on the screened porch or in any other de-
lightfully revamped space in the house, it’s evident that this 
home is finally worthy of the spectacular property it sits on. 

“It is a house you would want to live in,” says Keil of the re-
model. “It is refined without being precious. It is a very relaxing 
space. Your heart rate slows down a couple of notches as soon as 
you walk in there.” v

ARCHITECT   Furman + Keil Architects
512.479.4100   |   Fkarchitects.net

BUILDER   Dalgleish Construction
210.492.4555   |   Dalgleish.net

DESIGNER   ABODE|fern santini design
512.300.2303   |   Fernsantini.com
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RIVERFRONT 
RETREAT

By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by DROR BALDINGER

When Meg and Michael Smith, both lawyers 

living in Alaska at the time, were searching for 

a place to spend their post-retirement years, 

they found the perfect spot on 16 picturesque 

acres fringing the peaceful Blanco River just 

outside of Wimberley.

ichael had nostalgic ties to Wimberley, where he 
vacationed almost annually with his family as a 
child. But Meg, a New Orleans native, took a 

bit more convincing before she knew she wanted to make the 
quaint Hill Country town their permanent home. However, the 
sprawling riverfront property immediately drew them both in 
–– and they recognized the potential it had to not only serve as 
an idyllic spot when it was just the two of them, but also as a 
spacious retreat when their growing family came to visit.

“I have five siblings, we have four children and we are cur-
rently expecting our seventh grandchild so we wanted to have a 
place where the whole family could come out and stay comfort-
ably,” says Meg.

An existing four-bedroom farmhouse, built in 1999 by Grady 
Burnette Builders, sat close to the river on a downward-sloping 
site. But because it was located in a floodplain, new construc-
tion needed to take place higher up on the site. They contacted 
award-winning Clayton & Little Architects to come up with 

M
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the design and they hired Burnette to expand on the project he 
started nearly 15 years earlier.

“They contacted me and said that they wanted to build more 
of a family compound with more structures to accommodate 
their extended family when they came to visit,” says Grady Bur-
nette, owner/founder of Grady Burnette Builders. 

The Smiths wanted to incorporate features that the original 
structure lacked as well as add in custom-tailored spaces to suit 
their own interests –– everything from the more practical spaces 
like a garage and additional bedrooms and bathrooms to his and 
her offices, a workout room and a library.

“They realized they needed a lot of square footage so we ended 
up designing several structures –– one main building and three 
small connecting cabins,” says Emily Little of Clayton & Little Ar-
chitects about the additions that exude a Hill Country style similar 
to the original home yet have their own individual character.

The existing house was approximately 3,600 square feet, but 
they gained an additional 9,200 square feet of space with the 
new structures, nearly half of which consists of non air-condi-
tioned outdoor spaces like decks, screened porches and covered 
patios. Altogether, the houses and cabins comprise seven bed-
rooms, nine full bathrooms and three half-bathrooms, providing 
plenty of space for visiting family to stay comfortably.

“We went through several iterations of what we wanted,” says 
Michael who played an active role in the design process. “We 
split it into two main pieces so it isn’t so overwhelming and 
looks like it fits in with the original house.” 

Little says one of her favorite features is the bunkhouse –– 
a spacious, high-ceiling room lined with bunk beds for the 
grandchildren that’s nestled between two cabins tucked into 

the hillside which each feature standard bedrooms. From the 
outside, the two cabins and bunkhouse look like three separate 
structures, but an interior stairway connects the bunkhouse to 
the cabins so children can find their parents if needed during 
the night without going outside. The bunkhouse entryway is 
held up by a totem pole designed by R.L. Blair, a renowned 
sculptor who created some of the original wood carvings at 
Disneyland®, with carvings that feature meaningful milestones 
in the Smiths’ lives. 

The new design reveals custom spaces that make the house a 
perfect fit for the couple and an inviting place for their family to 
visit. Inside the new main house, there’s a workout room com-
plete with a spa-like bathroom for Meg. Michael, an avid reader, 
enjoys his library flanked by wooden shelves lined with books 
that sits between his and her offices.

“That library was so much fun because not only did it have 
a beautiful ceiling and application but it also features a large 
hole in the floor with a railing around it that connects it to 
the floor below,” says Burnette of the design that features a 
sky light that illuminates the lower level –– an expansive room 
with a kitchen, living and dining area large enough to accom-
modate the entire family. 

The individual houses and cabins hone a relaxed Hill Country 
aesthetic with unique elements that combine to create a casual, 
unpretentious space that is as welcoming as it is warm. Rather 
than hire an interior designer, the Smiths selected all of the inte-
rior finishes and furnishings themselves, scouring local antique 
stores and collaborating with their daughter, Sharidan Lippold, 
who is gifted with an eye for design.

“We are simple people so we wanted something simple, not 
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grandiose,” says Meg. “Even though it is a big property, we 
wanted something livable that we wouldn’t have to worry about 
messing up.”

The existing structure is a pier and beam, two-story farmhouse 
featuring a wraparound porch while the new structures are slab 
on grade and strive to blend in with the original architecture 
without trying to match it.

“There was an effort to change it up somewhat, yet all the 
structures complement each other quite well,” says Burnette.

The main house has a more elegant look featuring white wood 
siding and formal Victorian detailing while the cabins are more 
rustic –– one is board and batten siding stained red while the oth-
er two feature rough sandstone exterior walls complemented by a 
horizontal stained wood siding. Various engineered wood floors 
are used throughout the different structures, spanning eucalyptus, 
acacia and red oak. Porches and beams are crafted out of local ce-
dar, decorative woodwork is primarily cherry, cabinets are painted 
poplar and a bedroom in one of the cabins is clad in reclaimed 
wood salvaged from an old barn. Corbels outside of their new of-
fice windows were brought back from New Orleans, paying hom-
age to Meg’s hometown while decorative teak doors leading into 
the audio visual room were originally found in India.

Brenda Barger Landscape Design, based in Austin, was in-
strumental in arranging the inviting outdoor spaces defined by 
the houses where the family can gather to cook or relax. Because 
the new construction had to be dug into the hillside, there was a 
significant amount of limestone excavated from the site, almost 
all of which Michael says Barger used in the landscaping to form 
courtyard spaces and line parking areas. 

While the entire project was finished in November 2014 in 
time for the Smiths to celebrate Thanksgiving with their large 
family, when everyone returned for a Memorial Day gathering, 
the weekend resulted in an emergency evacuation. The Memo-
rial Day floods of 2015 that devastated the Wimberley area also 
caused significant damage to the Smiths’ property –– the origi-
nal home, already seven feet off the ground, had 12 feet of water 
inside. Despite the devastation caused by the recent disaster, the 
Smiths –– like many others affected by the floods –– remain 
resilient in their decision to stay and rebuild.

“Wimberley is a great town –– it is a nice little place to be,” 
says Michael. “The river itself is a beautiful place. We lost al-
most a hundred trees but it is still gorgeous. The kids all love 
coming here and I hate leaving. So that, to me, makes it a 
pretty special place.” 

“We have moved around a lot,” Meg adds. “But this is the 
first time we have built something completely from scratch. We 
made it our own. Even now with the older house, we are getting 
to rebuild it our way. We finally have a place that has something 
each of us want.”

Since the newly-built structures suffered less damage, the 
Smiths have lived there while the remodel of their primary home 
by the river takes place, expected to be finished this fall. Meg 
admits she still gets nervous when she hears a thunderstorm roll-
ing in, and she keeps a bag packed and ready just in case. But, 
she points out, her parents went through the same thing, losing 
everything after Hurricane Katrina. 

“This is just a beautiful place out here,” she says of their prop-
erty. “And we can always rebuild.” v

BUILDER   Grady Burnette Builders
512.847.9040   |   Burnettebuilders.com

ARCHITECT   Clayton&Little Architects
512.477.1727   |   Claytonandlittle.com

LANDSCAPE   Brenda Barger Landscape Design
512.391.1722   |   Brendabargerlandscapedesign.com
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EVOLUTION OF

THE KITCHEN
By JERRY MITCHEL   Photography courtesy of FACTORY BUILDER STORES

With so many new designs and innovations available on the 
market, home buyers are coming to us with very specific ideas 
and needs for their kitchen area. As industry veterans, we have an 
obligation, as well as a desire, to assist these folks by guiding them 
to the products best fitting of their lifestyles and requirements.

In recent years, stainless steel has become the most desired 
color for kitchen appliances. Now appliance manufacturers 
are combining stainless with other materials such as brass and 
copper as well as glass to enhance the style and appearance of 
the kitchen. This has created an entirely new way for kitchen 
designers to personalize the room for homeowners. The idea 
of “a suite of appliances” has become a staple in most designs, 
however there continue to be those who prioritize, acquiring the 
top-of-the-line in each category over a matching set. 

The art of convection cooking has become the norm for those 
who want better control over the finished product. Convection 
cooking involves the movement of air in the oven cavity during 
the baking process, which greatly enhances cooking performance. 
While in convection mode, continuous air movement helps 

There was a time when the kitchen was just the 

room where mom spent the day preparing meals and 

making the great cakes and cookies we all loved to 

attack while still hot. Fast forward to the present — 

the kitchen has become the focal point of  our home 

and even those of  us who do not cook still insist the 

kitchen have all the necessary equipment to allude 

to our visitors that we do. Many folks truly enjoy 

cooking and find this rediscovered art a relaxing way 

to spend time with family and friends. And while some 

simply desire a “new stove” — the options from which 

to choose are far greater than before.
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maintain a uniform temperature inside the oven, enabling the cook 
to simultaneously prepare meats and side dishes with fantastic, 
tasty results — often in less time and at a lower temperature than 
a traditional oven. The quality and convenience of convection has 
made it a standard in higher-end brands.

A recent entry into the appliance market is “steam assist 
cooking” or “steam cooking.” The moisture produced when 
using this oven feature retains the nutrients and color of food, 

giving the cook more control over food presentation and taste. 
Steam assist cooking is available in freestanding professional-
style range products like the revolutionary Thermador® Pro 
Grand Steam Range, as well as steam assist wall ovens and full 
steam cook ovens offered by Bosch®, Jenn-Air® and Wolf®. This 
is a new and steadily growing feature in kitchen technology and 
a staple in the high-end homes of today. 

The kitchen “work triangle” is also evolving as more folks prefer 
doubling up on dishwashers and disposers to fit their cooking 
and lifestyle needs. This design increases cleaning capacity and 
productivity in addition to offering a more efficient design to 
accommodate couples and families who enjoy spending time 
together in the kitchen. The family that cooks together stays 
together — and grows together. 

Refrigeration has become more specialized as well as a design 
focal point in the kitchen. With applied wood cabinet fronts, 
built-in refrigerators and even some counter depth freestanding 
refrigerators can easily become “cabinets that cool” while 

seamlessly blending in and enhancing the overall design of the 
room. There are some exciting new entries into the market such 
as the Thermador® Freedom Collection refrigeration columns. 
These specialized units can be used to create a state-of-the-art 
culinary preservation center by arranging a custom combination 
of freezer, refrigerator and wine towers. Pair this ultimate food 
preservation system with a Wolf® Pro Range and you have the 
best of kitchen style and statement.

Kitchen cabinets are transitioning toward a more seamless 
design and integrating well with appliances. Inset doors sitting 
flush with their frames and appliances are replacing bulky, 
overlaid doors. Hinges have moved to the inside of the cabinet 
to reduce clutter and allow hardware to shine. And we are no 
longer limited to traditional oak wood colorations as high-
end cabinetry brands offer a wide variety of artistic stains and 
distressing as well as custom paint colors. 

Today’s home buyers are more sophisticated and educated, 
thanks to technological advances, and appliance manufacturers 
are continuously striving to produce the functions and features 
they demand. As the evolution of the kitchen continues, I am 
quite confident manufacturers are up to the challenge and will 
continue to tantalize our tastes with even more new products. v

Jerry Mitchel, a Texas native, has been in the building industry 

for over 50 years. He currently serves as Division President to 

the San Antonio and Corpus Christi divisions of Factory Builder 

Stores, Texas’ largest appliance and cabinet distributor.

FACTORY BUILDER STORES
Austin: 512.834.1442  |  San Antonio: 210.349.9333
Factorybuilderstores.com         
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ike eye-catching accessories, cus-
tom windows provide the ulti-
mate finishing touches to every 

residential construction project, bringing 
the consummate blend of exquisite design 
and welcome illumination to any home.

In San Antonio, a new partnership be-
tween Iowa-based manufacturer Windsor 
Windows & Doors and local distributor 
Capital Hardwoods & Millwork promises 
to give homeowners, architects, builders 
and contractors new and exciting choices 
in high end window and door products. 
In fact, Capital will be the only major dis-
tributor in the San Antonio market with 
the complete line of prestigious Windsor 
products, particularly the premium line of 
Pinnacle Clad windows and patio doors.

“After several years of growing our win-
dow business, we had customers asking for 
additional wood clad window options,” 
says Aaron Boger, president, Capital Hard-
woods & Millwork LLC and Unico De-
sign Cabinetry LLC. “During our search 
for new manufacturers, we learned about 
the culture at Windsor, the history of the 
business and how the Windsor products 
were unique from others we had seen.”

What stood out, adds Boger, was “the 

deep inset profile of the windows and the 
effect that had on direct set windows. We 
also like the 7/8-inch putty style grid and 
how far it protruded past the glass.” 

The tour of the Windsor plant sealed 
the deal. “Everyone at Windsor was very 
welcoming, attentive and knowledgeable 
when answering questions. We really en-
joyed the attention that Windsor paid to 
quality control.”

The feeling was mutual, according to 
Windsor’s director of sales Scott Renke. 
“Aaron Boger and his staff at Capital 
Hardwoods & Millwork in San Antonio 
bring a high level of professionalism, ded-
ication and customer service to serving 
the needs of the greater San Antonio area. 
Combined with knowledge and expertise 

in the local market gives the builder and 
discerning consumer a positive experience 
when purchasing high end windows and 
patio doors.” 

Capital offers a full scale design center, 
highly experienced sales staff and the abil-
ity to stay involved in projects from start 
to finish, beginning with matching market 
trends with what customers want and need.

“What we have seen in our market is that 
window selection is driven by two factors: 
appearance and price.” says Boger. “Lately 
there’s been a strong push toward contem-
porary design with very clean, angular lines. 
This is why we strongly feel that the direct 
set profiles of the Windsor Pinnacle wood 
clad line will gain heavy interest.” This 
includes products such as 10-foot doors, 
multi-slide doors and larger windows with 
one of the best warranties in the industry.

Features of the Pinnacle Clad line in-
clude premium wood construction using 
only the finest wood interiors of Clear 
Select Pine, Natural Alder or Douglas 
Fir; heavy duty .50 extruded aluminum 
cladding versus thin roll form aluminum; 
silicone and tape glazing methods that en-
sure a water-tight seal and slow the con-

duction of heat and cold; and 
Super Spacer® technology, one 
of the most thermally efficient 
spacers in the marketplace. 

In addition, Windsor prod-
ucts feature Cardinal® LoE 366 
glass that decreases heat loss in 
the winter and heat gain in the 
summer, with reduced UV light 
that helps prevent furniture and 
fabric fading. 

“Everyone here knows that 
there are multiple places to buy windows 
and millwork,” says Boger. “What makes a 
company stand out is repeat business that 
is earned by creating lasting relationships 
with customers based on honesty and re-
spect. This leads back to why we were so 
impressed with Windsor Windows & 
Doors. Our thinking is that if we provide 
a quality product to the customer, our job 
supporting the sale is that much easier.” v 

DISTRIBUTOR   
Capital Hardwoods & Millwork
210.657.1200   |   Capitalhardwoods.com

MANUFACTURER   
Windsor Windows & Doors
515.223.6660   |   Windsorwindows.com

Photography courtesy of WINDSOR WINDOWS & DOORS

  THE PERFECT 
PARTNERSHIP:
A Reliable Distributor Representing 
   A Premier Product

L
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hortly after completing the building process of their 
home located in Austin’s Rob Roy neighborhood a 
decade ago, the homeowners realized their tastes were 

leaning toward a more modern, clean-lined look. But when the 
family with teenage twin daughters couldn’t find another lot 
they loved as much as their own, they decided to remodel their 
existing 5,500-square-foot house in stages.

“The family built the home at the tail end of the Tuscan trend. 
The house worked for a while, but as the kids grew older, the 
parents decided they were ready to revamp the house into what 
they really wanted,” Evans says. “Luckily, the house had good 
bones and a great layout which helped ease the transition from 
Tuscan to a bit more transitional.” 

JEI Design helped the homeowners navigate through the 
design process, recommending a contractor –– Timeless 
Construction –– and collaborating on every detail from the 
stone selection to the layout. Once the remodel construction 
was complete, Evans completed the look by bringing in fresh 
and modern furniture and fabrics that made the space feel both 
luxurious and cozy.  

Previously, the dim and dreary game room had a pool table 
that was never used. The space also had a large television and 
entertainment center that dominated the entire room and was 
impractical for viewing, and a seating arrangement that didn’t 
accommodate the family’s lifestyle. Evans set out to create 
an elegant, refined and useful space that was comfortable 

Functional. Relaxing. Beautiful. Those are the 

words Julie Evans, principal of JEI Design, Inc., 

uses to describe the soft yet contemporary sitting 

room she revamped for clients wanting to bring 

the space up to speed with their evolving style. 

S
By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by CASEY DUNN

works
WHY THIS SPACE

Designer Spotlight: 
JEI Design, Inc.
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for everyone. Her primary 
goal was to create a furniture 
layout that functioned better 
for the family. A sectional by 
Pearson® and a recliner by 
Hancock and Moore provided 
the perfect blend of cozy and 
spacious seating. Additional 
storage was gained by adding 
two large armoires and a media 
console, all by Old Biscayne, 
to store their games, albums 
and music collection. 

“The clients wanted a lot of 
storage, but we did not want 
the space to look like a storage 
room,” she says. “We created 
several elevation options for 
the space, especially for the 
tall wall with the cathedral 
ceiling, and then decided that 
a pair of decorative armoires 
framed with art was the best 
solution. This way the scale 
was appropriate against the 
size of the wall and the pieces 
functioned well.”

Before, the fireplace was dull and heavy looking so Evans gave 
it a facelift with a fresh, contemporary stone. Arched windows 
flanking the fireplace were once an eyesore, covered with solid, 
unattractive shades that kept the room dark and lifeless.

“The windows face due west, so if left uncovered, they let in 
an enormous amount of heat,” says Evans. “Our objective was 
to allow light in and keep the room bright while also keeping 
the heat out. We designed a custom made arched metal rod 
with sheers in a stunning Dedar fabric and side panels made 
from a practical and luxurious Clarke and Clarke fabric that 
complemented the space in the most perfect way. The sheers 
allow light to seep in while keeping that Texas heat out, and our 
clients absolutely love them. What once was an eyesore is now 
an asset to the space.”

The window treatments help to frame the fireplace and 
balance the wall beautifully, transforming a space that was once 
lackluster and uninspiring into an elegant and refreshing room. 
She brought the room’s style up to speed with an enhanced color 
palette that is easy and livable but far from boring. Plums and 
grays fill the room and fun chartreuse accents add life to the 
space without overwhelming it.

“When I am working on a space, it is all about balance,” 
says Evans. “We had discussed the color palette and started 

with the rug and stone. Working from there, and being careful 
to keep the fabrics practical but light, we looked at several 
finishes for the furniture and ended up with mid-tones to 
keep things from being heavy. The drapery fabric selection 
was a big leap of faith on the clients’ part, but they really make 
the room.”

Most of the furniture pieces were purchased directly from the 
manufacturers, giving Evans access to a wide array of selections. 
The round coffee table and side table were purchased from 
Arteriors –– shapes Evans chose because of the way they play 
off of the large arched windows.  They also add some interesting 
texture and color variation to complete the space. 

“We wanted every piece to be interesting but practical at the 
same time,” Evans says.

The once uninviting space is now a functional and modern 
room the family enjoys relaxing in together. 

“I love the scale of the space,” says the Austin-based designer. 
“Not only does the room look elegant and feel refreshed, but it 
now functions in the way the clients desired and they could not 
be more pleased, which is the goal of our whole process.” v

JEI DESIGN, INC.
512.330.9179   |   Jeidesign.com

Before
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“It brings the beach upstairs,” says Gladwin of her singular 
creation. “The [mosaic] panels are on one side of the space, and 
on the other side is a wall of glass overlooking Galveston Bay. 
The place is just phenomenal, with 360-degree views as you walk 
the perimeter of the penthouse.”

A phenomenal place called for a fitting focal point, especially 
in the new kitchen that was designed specifically for entertain-
ing. Gladwin, owner of R. Gladwin i Design Tile in Fredericks-
burg, Texas, began the nine-month project the way she starts all 
projects — by thoroughly researching the subject matter and 
discovering exactly what the homeowners want. With the wife’s 
love of shell collecting and a fondness for the area’s indigenous 
birds, the link to the beach was a given. “She didn’t want any-

thing flashy,” says Gladwin, “like roseate spoonbills.” The more 
subdued shore birds, like the willet and other members of the 
sandpiper family, filled the bill. 

In fact, the entire work required a muted quality, and for 
that reason Gladwin chose all natural stone as opposed to the 
flashier, more intense color saturation of glass. “I used at least 
50 different types of stones within the larger categories of lime-
stone, marble, granite and onyx,” she says, using a “quieter” 
limestone versus marbles that have more veining, depending 
on their place in the work. 

The juxtaposition of polished and matte stones also gave depth 
and variance to the scene. “It’s like when you’re walking on the 
beach, and you get that shimmer off the water, and the sand 
kind of glitters back at you.” The colors are striking yet subtle: 
limestones in Gascogne Blue, Lagos Gold, Pistache; marbles in 
Blue Macauba, Crema Marfil, Salmon Moss; granites in Basic 
Black and Graphite; onyx in yellow and black. 

Although the finely detailed work in the birds, the beach 
grasses and the shells feature individual tiles as small as 3/8 x 
3/8 — going up to 9/16 x 9/16 — they didn’t start out that way. 
Stone is purchased in 12 x 12 tiles and then cut down to size. 
Working from sketches approved by the client, works of this size 
are laid out on large tables, secured with clear tape and then tak-
en to the site for installation. A sealer by Dry-Treat called META 
CRÈME™ preserves the work and facilitates easy cleaning. “I 
use people who are very knowledgeable about installation, and I 
oversee the process,” says Gladwin, who has worked exclusively 
with stone, glass, metal and ceramic since 1997. She is an allied 
member of the American Institute of Architects and a member 
of the Tile Heritage Foundation. 

As an interior designer, Gladwin also advised on the area 
around the mosaic. “I work with the client to make sure that ev-

By JULIE CATALANO   Photography by DROR BALDINGER

PAINTED IN  
       STONE
When mosaic artist Rahnee Gladwin was commissioned 

by Galveston homeowners to create a one-of-a-kind 

backsplash for the couple’s kitchen, the award-winning 

designer was up for the challenge — up being the 

operative word. The stunning work of art graces the 

penthouse of a luxury high rise with spectacular views 

of the real-life inspiration that lies below.
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erything works together — the tile, the floors, the countertops, 
the whole thing.” The countertops in the penthouse kitchen are 
from Premium Quality Quartz in Boletus; the floor is French 
limestone, “tumbled and very texture-y like sand. I wanted to 
make it a very soothing space.” 

The popularity of mosaic, she adds, is due to a continued 
fascination with an art form that dates back thousands of years. 
“More people are traveling to Europe, seeing older pieces in 
museums and churches and realizing that they can bring mo-
saic into the home.” Gladwin thinks the kitchen is especially 
suited for an artistic touch. “It’s always been important for me 

to have something beautiful in a kitchen because you spend a 
lot of time in there. You need to have a beautiful object to rest 
your eyes on.”

The homeowner couldn’t agree more, delighted with what 
would have been an ordinary backsplash now turned extraor-
dinary. “It’s beautiful,” she says. “It’s a perfect scene of the sea 
with the little crab, the little shells and especially the birds. It’s 
just perfect.” v

R. GLADWIN I DESIGN TILE
830.992.2923   |   idesigntile.com



Thanks to businesses like San Antonio’s ReNewal Home 

Décor and Spruce in Austin, you can upcycle hand-me-

down furniture into exactly what you want.

AMANDA BROWN, Austin’s 
Spruce designer and owner, is 
able to recreate existing furniture 
from antique to modern and find 
or build frames with exceptional 
craftsmanship. She’s also the author 
of Spruce: A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Upholstery and Design, one of the 
most comprehensive books cover-
ing the art of upholstery available 
should you decide to do it yourself.
512.454.8181   |   Spruceaustin.com

HEATHER HELSETH, San Antonio-based ReNewal Home 
Décor owner and lead designer is all about creating something 
new and beautiful from what was vintage and reclaimed. Her 
creations are one-of-a-kind, high quality vintage furniture de-
signs inspired by the past with a vision for the future and today’s 
aesthetics. She can also customize new designs to fit your décor.
253.732.3244   |   Renewalhomedecor.com
Photos by Meredith Ryncarz Photography

UH – Why upcycle furniture?  
HH – As part of my Art degree, I studied sustainability. That in-

spired me to find existing pieces, reduce waste and give new life to 
old, neglected furniture. In addition, most furniture today is im-
ported, and while it may look good at first, it is not real wood and 
will fall apart relatively quickly. Vintage pieces are usually much 
better quality, use hardwood frames and after we completely gut 
and redo the frame, springs, batting, etc., it is a high quality piece 
that will last for many years to come. 

AB – Older hardwood furniture is often a better quality than 
new pieces. New furniture that was designed to be more dispos-
able is often Styrofoam or cardboard construction and therefore 

not strong enough to take the rigor of the up-
holstery process. Lots of thought and design 
go into a reupholster and it’s more affordable 
than high-end furniture. You get a high quality 
piece with the exact specifications you request.  

UH – Tell us about your furniture sourcing. 
HH – I can transform customers’ own pieces 

and I source pieces on my own. I’ve had a cus-
tomer select a custom chair for their wedding 
registry and I now build a wingback rocking 
chair that is perfect for a nursery rocker.

AB – We recreate existing furniture, and 
find or build frames. Our furniture most often 
comes directly from the client with us servic-
ing the redo and fabric.  

Your grandmother’s couch — you love it dearly — 

but it just doesn’t work with your lifestyle, space or 

décor. Rather than give up your sentimental 

heirloom or put it out to the curb, consider giving 

it a makeover. It’s entirely possible to have an 

eyesore become a coveted, show-stopping, you’ll-

love-it-forever sort of furnishing that’ll have friends 

and family clamoring to know where you got it.

By CHERYL VAN TUYL JIVIDEN

TAKE 
A 
SEAT

With 
Stylish 

Upcycled 
Furniture
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UH – Any especially memorable projects?
HH – One of the more sentimental designs I created was for a 

local customer who brought me her father-in-law’s old military 
uniforms and duffel bags, and we designed and created two cus-
tom club chairs for her. It is a wonderful way to display and pay 
tribute to military members and their service to our country.

AB – One of our most interesting projects was a 10-foot sofa 
that the owner had found in Dallas. When he moved to a condo, 
it was too large to fit into the freight elevator. He wanted to keep 
the very special fabric from the 1960’s-era with its turquoise blue 
tweed and gold threading.  Ultimately we removed 26 inches 
from the middle section and put it back together, refreshing it, 
reshaping the arms and keeping the original fabric.  

UH – Do you have a favorite style?
HH – My pieces are from a variety of decades and styles. I 

have had a few antique Victorian chairs, many mid-century club 
chairs and swivel rockers from the 70’s all the way to current 
chairs that customers want transformed.

AB – I appreciate all styles, especially the clean-lined mid-
century pieces, and I like unique antique pieces with unusual 
shapes that can stand alone. For me, the older pieces that are 
art deco and art nouveau are more interesting and fun, but not 
readily available. 

UH – Tell us about your fabric choices. 
HH – I often use coffee sacks in my designs. They typically 

come from South America and are only a few years old. I also 
use American feed sacks and potato sacks which range in age 
from new to 50 years old. The third option is French grain sacks 
that I get in France. They are typically 30 to 40 years old and 
are made out of a tighter weave linen-type fabric. My Fiesta 
and Adelante Collections were 
inspired by the vivid colors popu-
lar in the Texas area and show a 
bold mix of fabrics and colors. 
I have also created a Wild West 
Collection which features West-
ern prints, leather and hide for a 
rustic yet elegant design.  

AB – Ethnic inspired prints 
with a handmade quality are in 
demand as are woven artisanal 
fabrics with unique color combos. 

Blues of every shade are pop-
ular and often requested. We 
have nearly 30,000 swatches 
offering an enormous variety 
of traditional, cutting edge 
and unique, hard-to-find 
fabrics, including some small 
batch textiles and one-of-a-
kind vintage fabrics.

UH – These are hand-worked projects; what can clients 
          expect in the process? 
HH – My design and production take approximately eight 

weeks. I create a custom digital color board showing the frame, 
fabrics and fabric placement for customers’ approval. I also have 
an In Stock Collection that features designs I have created that 
are complete and ready to ship to most locations throughout the 
US. I add new designs each month and no two designs are ever 
the same.  

AB – It takes about two months in total, from fabric selec-
tion and consult to the production schedule and delivery. We 
are experts in furniture redesign, textile selection and creating 
custom soft furnishings, from pillows to draperies. But we also 
do in-home consultation to discuss ways to enhance your space 
or provide an extensive design plan for your entire home. There 
are various pricing structures depending on the project scope. 
Beyond Austin, we do deliverable work all over Texas.

UH – What’s new? 
HH – I am now working to open a second location in Redding, 

California to service my West Coast customers.
AB – We are expanding our business to offer a full range of 

design services. At our core we will always love creating custom 
soft furnishings, but we are thrilled to help our clients create 
a beautifully-layered home though furniture and accessories, as 
well as permanent design components such as flooring, wallpa-
per and paint selection. v 

SPRUCE

RENEWAL HOME DÉCOR

SPRUCE

RENEWAL HOME DÉCOR
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lean water is considered every 
Texan’s birthright. We all want the 
water we use to cook, drink, bathe 

and water the lawn to be clean and pure. 
But since the public outcry over the lead 
contamination issue of the public water 
source in Flint, Michigan, Texans no longer 
take their drinking water for granted.

Before Flint, homeowners assumed 
most lead poisoning issues were the result 
of deteriorating lead-based paint found 
in homes predating 1978, when lead was 
banned as a paint additive. Flint’s devel-
oping lead contamination scandal has 
raised awareness regarding the possibility 
of dangerous levels of lead contamination 
in water systems caused by aging pipes 
leaching lead into the community water 
supply. Adding to public concern was the 
recent announcement that more than two 
thousand drinking water systems across the 
U.S. have failed lead testing since 2012.

Lead poisoning is toxic, and children 
are especially vulnerable to its effects, says 
the South Texas Poison Center. Early ex-
posure to lead can cause developmental 
problems for children younger than six 
years old that may not present for months 
or even years. Pregnant women and nurs-
ing mothers are also at risk. And since 
lead is a stable element that doesn’t de-
grade over time, it can continue to be a 
source of toxic exposure if not abated.

How concerned should Central Texans 
be about their own water supply? And 
what can be done to ensure that fresh tap 
water is clean and healthful?

State and Federal government regula-
tory agencies are responsible for testing 
and maintaining a healthful water supply 
and posting the results of their findings. 
The Environmental Protection Agency 
allows lead levels in drinking water to 
reach 15 parts per billion (ppb) before 
action is required.

In 2015, the San Antonio Water Sys-
tem (SAWS) reported only 3 ppb in their 
system, which is a level low enough that 

water can be considered safe to drink. 
“We do test for lead here and the water 
itself has very low levels of lead. It’s noth-
ing that even comes close to some sort 
of regulatory or drinking level criteria,” 
says SAWS Chief Operating Officer Steve 
Clouse, noting that SAWS tests water 
samples daily.

Further, homeowners in the Alamo 
City can rest easy knowing the use of 
lead pipes to deliver water to homes and 
businesses is a non-issue in San Antonio. 
SAWS uses PVC and galvanized pipes, 
says SAWS CEO Robert Puente.

SAWS uses more than seven water 
sources, including the Edwards Aquifer, 
which despite its high mineral content 
requires little treatment. Water chemistry 
is tested at the source and in the distribu-
tion system, with the chemistry formula 
adjusted for each individual water source. 
A “pipe loop test” is conducted, where the 
water is run through a closed system of 
piping to see what happens to the water 
as it interacts with the pipes.

“We don’t just have one water source. 
We have very different water sources and 
we already know what they do. They’re 

not new sources and we have experience 
with them. So, if we go with one water 
source, whether it’s the Edwards, Trinity 
or Carrizo, we know what it does to our 
pipes,” says Puente. 

Austin Water Utility (AWU), the larg-
est water supplier in Travis County, also 
reports no history of high lead levels or 
lead-related violations. Chemicals used 
by AWU to manage water quality has the 
added benefit of preventing lead from 
getting into the utility’s water supply by 
forming a protective scale on the inside of 
water pipes, which stops corrosion from 
leaching out chemicals such as lead.

The addition of lime or orthophos-
phates to prevent lead from leaching 
into water pipes is a common process 
throughout the U.S., and the method is 
safely used by AWU. “We lime soften our 
water in the treatment plant,” says Char-
lie Maddox, Water Regulatory Manager 
with Austin Water Utility. “Because of 
that lime softening process, we leave our 

plants with water that is scale forming and 
non-corrosive.”

To find out more about the quality of 
their local water supply, homeowners are 
encouraged to check data published on 
the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality (TCEQ) website at www.tceq.
state.tx.us, which publishes the water 
quality test results of Texas water supply 
companies. Also, homeowners concerned 
about lead in their drinking water can visit 
the website for a list of TCEQ-accredited 
labs where they may submit water sam-
ples from their home for lead testing. v 

 GETTING THE 
LEAD OUT

By JACKIE BENTON
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or many people in Central Texas, rock climbing is a way 
of life. It’s not uncommon to see intrepid men and wom-
en attempting daring climbs on the many natural rock 
formations that make our area famous. So, what happens 

when the weather turns their passion into a dangerous sport? 
Gyms have turned to indoor rock climbing as a safe alterna-
tive. But while most dedicate a single wall or small room to this 
pastime, a team of professional architects and designers has con-
verted a former produce processing plant in East Austin into the 
Austin Bouldering Project. At 50,000 square feet, the facility is 
currently the largest bouldering gym in the world.

The project was conceived in January 2013 and construction 
started in May of 2014. Co-owner Zach Olschwanger hired interi-
or designer Lilianne Steckel, who came on board the project in late 
summer of 2014. The project also included Dylan Johnson Associ-
ates Architects, who met remotely with the local team on a weekly 
basis. “When the clients first 
came to me with the proj-
ect, we discussed at length 
the look to most climbing 
gyms,” says Steckel. “All of 
them are avid climbers and 
have visited many differ-
ent gyms all over the US. 
They appreciated the tra-
ditional look, but wanted 
to try something different 
that would vibe well in Aus-
tin, and that would attract 
people to feel comfortable 
and hang out for as long as 

they like.” The idea was to stray from more 
sterile climbing environments, and design 
is a perfect tool for achieving this goal. 
“Most climbing gyms don’t start with hir-
ing an interior designer, so we were already 
branching out from the get go.”

Steckel’s initial design inspiration 
stemmed from admiring Arrow Energy’s 
office in Queensland, Australia, designed 
by Geyer, a global interior design firm. “I 
loved the energized pops of color and layers 
of materials,” she says. She wanted to con-
tinue this theme to help prevent the space 
from feeling overwhelmingly large and 
cold. “It is such a big space, so we wanted 
to keep everything feeling intentional, con-
tinuous and welcoming. We wanted each 
room to feel warm and connected to the 
rest of the space, so you could wander and 
weave throughout the building and have all 
the design undertones, materials and colors 
flow with you.” 

 To create this unusual multi-purpose space, the team had to keep 
in mind the needs of both customers and staff alike. First, they di-
vided the huge room into two climbing areas. They designed a wall 
dedicated to kids and added a “birthday room,” where parents can 
hold special parties for the little ones. Above, they built a balcony 
that is one half observation deck for parents and the other a Wi-
Fi-equipped member’s lounge and working space. A set of stadium 
stairs allow fans to watch the action in the main climbing area and 
can also be used to hold staff meetings. The space also includes a 
fitness area with weights and full equipment, a 1,200-square-foot 
yoga studio and a 900-square-foot fitness studio for classes and pri-
vate training. The reception desk is just inside the glass-covered en-
trance, flanked by a hand-painted mural by Sophie Roach, whose 
studio is directly across the street at Canopy. Around the corner 
from the reception desk are the ample dressing rooms and show-
ers, decorated with music posters and Austin memorabilia. “We 
wanted the ABP to reflect Austin — its hipness, its community 
strength and its talented makers and artists,” says Steckel. 

 To create the desired look and feel, they added new, slightly re-
fined industrial details: roll-up garage door fronts, skylights and 
floor-to-ceiling windows, steel and wood railings, red oak wall 

cladding and custom ele-
ments such as the reception 
desk and benches which 
were designed by Steckel 
and built by Olschwanger 
and the ABP team using 
reclaimed steel from the 
original plant and red oak. 
The chandelier was made 
by A&K Woodworking of 
Austin. Next, they shaped 
the space with lots of linear 
angles and lines, creating 
small zones and furniture 
arrangements for members 

By CLAUDIA ALARCON   Photography by ANDREA CALO
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D o-it-yourself (DIY) jobs are a popular trend 
in the home improvement industry; however, 
before you grab a hammer and start swinging, 
you should know that the wrong decision could 

bring forth a few potential problems. Before you decide to do-it-
yourself, the National Association of the Remodeling Industry 
(NARI) recommends taking this DIY quiz.

• Do you enjoy physical work?
• Do you have reliable work habits?
• Do you have all the tools needed and 

the skills required to do the job?
• Will it matter if the project remains 

unfinished for a period of time?
• Are you prepared to handle the stress 

this project will create in your family?
• Have you received the installation 

instructions from the manufacturer to 
determine whether this is a project you still 
want to undertake? 

• Is this a job you can do completely by 
yourself or will you need assistance? 

• Are you familiar with your local 
building codes and permits?

• What will you do if the project goes 
awry? 

• Is it safe for you to do this project? 
(e.g., familiarity with electricity)

• Will you be able to obtain the materials 
you need? Will your supply source deliver?

• Are you attempting to do-it-yourself for financial reasons? 
If so, have you looked at all of your costs, including the cost of 
materials, your time and the tools you need to purchase? 

• If you are trying DIY for the satisfaction of a job well done 
— can you ensure that the job will be well done? Will you be able 
to afford to redo any unsatisfactory work?

If you answered yes to eight or more of these questions, a 
DIY project may be something you entertain. But before you 
run for the nearest hardware store, revisit those questions you 
marked “No,” and carefully consider the potential problems you 
will face in those areas if you proceed with the project. Hiring a 
professional might be your best choice. NARI recommends that 
you take your time in selecting a home improvement partner and 
reminds consumers that such a project can be one of the most 
important investments that a homeowner can make. v

To find a professional remodeler in Austin or San Antonio, visit 

Austinnari.org or Remodelsanantonio.org.

HOME IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS:   
DO-IT-YOURSELF OR 

HIRE A PROFESSIONAL?

REMODELER’S ADVICE

MARTHA BIZZELL, 
Executive Director, 
NARI San Antonio

KAYVON LEATH,
Executive Director,

 Austin NARI

to sit and chat. Lastly, they added elements of color, texture, 
fabric and plants throughout the space. A bold Astek wallpaper 
in a geometric black and white pattern contrasts with the doz-
ens of colors and odd shapes of the boulders in the climbing 
rooms. “The materials, colors and natural light combined create 
balance, allowing it to be more welcoming, warm and gender 
neutral,” says Steckel. 

The 23,000 square feet of climbing surfaces are as unique as 
the rest of the space. The shapes and colors of the geometric vol-
umes were custom-designed and made. The irregularly shaped 
holds came from a variety of vendors and are coordinated by 
difficulty. The climbing routes, known as problems, rotate every 
two weeks to keep them fresh and challenging; expert climbers 
participate in the design to mimic things they have found in na-
ture. The perimeter walls and freestanding “boulders” simulate 
caves and sharp-angled natural features, and the flooring is made 
from super dense foam covered in thick, black vinyl. 

Austin Bouldering Project was designed as a flexible commu-
nity space that addresses a lot of needs. “Each time you visit, there 
is flexibility in how you can use the space. You could spend several 
days a week there and use different parts of the facility each time,” 
says Steckel. Plans are afoot to include a café, a coffee shop and 
a brewery within the same complex as ABP in the near future. 
Steckel concludes, “Design was kept open to see what needs to be 
developed. We want it to be a happy, feel-good spot.” v 

AUSTIN BOULDERING PROJECT
512.645.4633   |   Austinboulderingproject.com

ARCHITECT   Dylan Johnson Associates Architects, PLLC
Djaarchitects.com

DESIGNER   Lilianne Steckel Interior Design
209.401.8414   |   Liliannesteckel.com



ucky for us in Central Texas, there is a surge in small, 
artisanal producers in both Austin and San Antonio.  
Partners Anthony Sobotik and Chad Palmatier opened 

Lick Honest Ice Creams in Austin in the fall of 2011, crafting 
small batches of artisan ice cream made from Texas-sourced 
ingredients. “Our focus is always to celebrate the flavors, seasons, 
and culture of Texas through our ice creams,” says Sobotik, who 
is the ice cream maker. “I draw my inspiration from foods I grew 
up eating and what our local farmers are growing for the season. 
Texas Sheet Cake and Dewberry Corn Cobbler are great examples 
of desserts I grew up enjoying and baking that have found new life 
as ice cream flavors. Flavors like Persimmons and Sage, Roasted 
Beets and Fresh Mint, and Cilantro Lime are directly tied to what 
our farmers grow at different times of the year. And there are 
flavors that are inspired by the flavors and culture of Texas as well 
as the season; Loquat Margarita is a fine example.”  

Sobotik and Palmatier describe their ice creams as “honest,” 
made with fresh ingredients and no additives, preservatives or 
high-fructose corn syrup. They source all milk and cream from 
Mill-King Creamery, and get their produce, honey, cheese and 
liquors locally. The popularity of these amazing treats grew 
quickly, prompting them to start packaging pints for retail sale 
as well as opening a store in San Antonio‘s Pearl in August of 
2014. “Our manufacturing and sources haven’t been affected at 

FOOD n DESIGN

all,” says Sobotik. “We still churn all our ice cream in three to 
five gallon batches, pack every pint by hand and make every 
component added to our ice creams from scratch in our own 
kitchen.” More scoop shops are on the horizon, including one 
across the street from The Thinkery in the Mueller development 
in Austin, scheduled for spring of 2017. 

In 2002, Austinite Matthew Lee said “to heck with tech,” 
quitting his six figure salary to pursue his true passion: gelato 
making. “I decided to take a chance and go for it. If it failed, I’d 
go back to the corporate world that I didn’t enjoy,” says Lee. “Life 

L

Food historians tell us that the Chinese are generally credited for creating the first ice creams, possibly as early 
as 3000 BC. Although Marco Polo is popularly cited for introducing it to Italy, the claim is questionable. However, 

ice cream as we know it is said to have been invented in Italy in the 17th century, spreading through Europe 
via France. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the first print occurrence of the word “iced cream” was 
in 1688, while the term “ice cream” appears by 1744. Before refrigeration, only wealthy people had access to 

ice in the summer, which made ice cream a rare treat. It was not until the late 19th century that ice cream was 
consumed by Americans across all socio-economic levels. In Italy, ice cream is known as gelato. Gelato uses more 
milk than cream, so it has less fat. It is churned at a much slower speed, which introduces less air into the base, 

giving it a dense, milky texture that’s less creamy than the fat-heavy American-style ice creams.

By CLAUDIA ALARCON  
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is too short. So I went to Italy to learn how to make real gelato. 
There are people in the States that can teach you how to make 
gelato, but I wanted to learn from the true masters. If you want to 
learn how to make Texas BBQ you don’t go to NYC. So I begged 
and pleaded with the famous operators in Florence, and the rest is 
history.” Lee opened Tèo in 2003, using the nickname he received 
from his gelato trainers in Italy as the store’s name. 

Tèo crafts award-winning gelati and sorbetti in his Austin 
“laboratory” (“I’m a bit of a mad scientist with experimentations,” 
says Lee). He placed as the top American gelato maestro in 
North America and was voted Top 5 out of 24 at the Gelato 
World Finals in Rimini, Italy. More recently, Tèo was named 
Grand Champion of H-E-B’s Quest for Texas’ Best, and his 
handcrafted Texas Pecan Pie gelato, made from Texas pecans and 
Garrison Brother’s Bourbon, won the People’s Choice award at 
the Gelato World Tour in Chicago in May 2016. 

Tèo offers classics like Pistachio, Hazelnut, Baccio and 
Chocolate, but Lee loves to make off beat flavors that are creative 
and delicious: Eggs and Bacon, Goat Cheese and Cherry, Cap’n 
Crunch®, and Rosemary Olive Oil are good examples. “I learned 
that everyone has their own recipes, but there are two common 
themes for all the masters: make your own base, and shun 
artificial flavors and instant powders,” says Lee. “While they are 
easier, cheaper, quicker for making gelato, they cannot make up 
for the flavor, texture and sensation that real ingredients offer. 
We have over 500 recipes, and because we make our own base, 
there’s rarely a flavor we can’t make.”

The latest newcomer to Austin is already a sensation among 
frozen treat enthusiasts. Owned by certified gelato crafters 
Alice and Nicola Morello, Venezia is an adorable gelateria that 
showcases at least 15 freshly made, handcrafted flavors daily, 
including vegan and gluten-free options. The Morellos, who 
received their education at the prestigious International School 
of Gelato in Rimini, moved to Austin in November 2015 with 
the sole purpose of opening a gourmet Italian gelato shop. Their 
English is still a little rusty, but they make up for it with huge 
charm and an infectious enthusiasm for sharing the traditions of 
their country. They carefully select ingredients with a traceable 
origin from a variety of local and Italian sources, using no 
artificial colors, additional fat or added hormones. In fact, some 
flavors have up to 65 percent lower fat than traditional ice cream, 
but their incredible texture makes them every bit as decadent. 

Venezia focuses on traditional flavors like Stracciatella, 
Pistachio, Lemon and Amarena (cream with puckery cherry 
preserves), but they also make 
“American” flavors like Pecan, 
Cheesecake and Black (Oreo) 
Cookie, and originals like 
Milk Chocolate topped with 
passion fruit preserves and a 
layer of chocolate ganache. The 
Morellos also make adorable 
frozen treats they call Mr. Ring: 
donut-shaped gelato pops 
coated with decorative icing 
that come in different flavors 
and are available to customize.

San Antonio institution 

Brindles Awesome Ice Creams has changed ownership a couple 
of times during its 16 year history. The newest owners are Jeff 
White, Executive Chef of Boiler House, and his fiancée Chef 
Jennifer Stipp. The couple is planning on giving the shop a small 
makeover to brighten things up a bit, but not change it so much 
that it looks like a different shop. “Many of our customers have 
been coming here for the 16 years it has been open and are used 
to a certain feel. We don’t want to change that,” says Stipp. 

Of course, some of the most popular flavors will also stay. 
Azteca (dark chocolate, cinnamon and Mexican vanilla) Brindled 
(fudge, butterscotch and praline pecans) and Stracciatella (gelato 
with fine shavings of chocolate) will probably never leave. “They 
are asked for every day,” says Stipp. “But we have many things 
in the works right now. We recently did a Texas Peach and now 
have a Summer Berry in the case. We source locally grown 
berries, cook them down into a beautiful syrup and slowly fold 
into our base.” 

While both chefs own the shop, Chef White is busy with his 
own culinary pursuits. “This is really my baby, an early wedding 
gift you could say,” says Stipp. “Although we do find the time to 
brainstorm on new ideas for his menu and mine, we still manage 
to keep things separate. I think that helps keep our creative 
minds going.” v

 
LICK HONEST ICE CREAMS
(Photography by Annie Ray)
Ilikelick.com   |   Austin: 512.363.5622   San Antonio: 210.314.8166

TÉO
512.451.9555
Teogelato.com

VENEZIA ITALIAN GELATO
(Photography by 
Ashlyn Allison)
512.549.1225
Veneziaitaliangelato.com

BRINDLES AWESOME 
ICE CREAMS
210.641.5222

VENEZIA

VENEZIA
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FABULOUS n FINDS

A thousand square miles of 

natural goodness, the 

endlessly intriguing Highland 

Lakes region of the Texas 

Hill Country takes its name 

from six freshwater lakes: 

Lake Buchanan, Inks Lake, 

Lake LBJ, Lake Marble Falls, 

Lake Travis and Lake Austin. 

Nature lovers flock to the 

scenic region for outstanding 

fishing, diving, hiking, 

biking, wildlife-watching or 

just chilling out in laid-back 

small towns. Not even the 

Texas legislature is 

immune to the area’s charms, 

designating Burnet the 

official Bluebonnet 

Capital of Texas®. 

By JULIE CATALANO

DESTINATION: 
THE 
HIGHLAND 
LAKES  

CANYON OF THE EAGLES, 
A CALIBRE RESORT, BURNET
512.334.2070   |   CANYONOFTHEEAGLES.COM

Relax. That’s the word of the day at this 
fabulously private 940-acre eco-lodge and 
nature park on the shores of Lake Buchanan. 
Porches with rocking chairs adorn the rustic 
cabin-style buildings that house 61 standard-
to-deluxe nonsmoking rooms. Spacious 
guest rooms are comfy-homey, with down 
comforters and pillows and large windows 
to view the surrounding landscape (you just 

TPWD

might spot an American Bald Eagle). Meeting 
and banquet facilities, park store, Eagles Nest 
Lounge and the Overlook Restaurant with 
signature dishes and cocktails round out the 
indoor amenities. Outside, there are more than 
14 miles of picturesque trails, guided nature 
walks, a fishing pier, hands-on reptile programs, 
birding, arts and crafts, movies under the stars, 
a pool and a not-to-be-missed stargazing trip 
up the hill to Eagle Eye Observatory. Extras: 
RV park, primitive camping, pet friendly, 
complimentary parking. 

BURNET CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

KEITH VANDIVIER
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VANISHING TEXAS RIVER CRUISE, BURNET 
512.756.6986   |   VTRC.COM

Even if you don’t give a hoot about seeing owls, hawks, 
great blue herons and other fowl, you can’t pass up the chance 
to spot a colony of American Bald Eagles that migrate to the 
Texas Colorado River Canyon between November and March 
on this enjoyable guided eco-tour. If the four-hour, 30-mile 
Ultimate Eagle Tour is too much, check out two-hour lake or 
river tours where you might catch a glimpse of the majestic 
bird. With or without fowl, rain or shine, you’ll see waterfalls, 
cliffs and a variety of wildlife in a peaceful glide on a double 
decker Texas Eagle II with a climate controlled lower cabin, 
restrooms and an open air but covered top deck. Specialty 
cruises include Freedom Flight cruises in partnership with 
Last Chance Forever/The Bird of Prey Conservancy where 
rescued, rehabbed birds are released back into the wild; a 
two-hour Sunset Cruise with live music and optional dinner 
May-October; or a Hill Country Great Escape package that 
includes cruise, lunch, overnight lodging accommodations, 
breakfast and tickets to Longhorn Caverns State Park. Don’t 
forget your camera. 

INKS LAKE STATE PARK, BURNET
512.793.2223   |   TPWD.TEXAS.GOV/STATE-PARKS-INKS-LAKE

A perennial favorite among campers and nature lovers, first-
time visitors marvel at how much this little gem of a state 
park has to offer — ancient  geology (600 million+ years), 
pink rock “islands” and ample wildlife. Campsites, limited use 
cabins, boat rentals and group facilities are available. A special 
two-night event from September 9-11 introduces families 
to the joys of camping with individual car camping sites for 
each family and a ranger present each night. Basic camping 
equipment is included for a fun-filled weekend of building a 
base camp, geocaching, fishing, kayaking, a ranger presentation 
of nature’s night sounds and much more (including restrooms 
with hot showers!). Call 512.389.8903 for more info on Texas 
Outdoor Family programs.

HEART OF TEXAS WINE TOURS, MARBLE FALLS
512.755.0937   |   HEARTOFTEXASWINETOURS.COM

Climb aboard one of two 15-passenger Mercedes-Benz 
sprinters for one of the most popular year-round wine tours in 
the Hill Country. Many of the stops are located in area towns like 
Fredericksburg, but there’s plenty to see in the Burnet/Marble 
Falls area if you want to stay purely local. Tours typically visit 
four wineries — which can include lunch or pairing plates for an 
additional fee — but the company prides itself on customizing 
the wine experience, so feel free to talk to them about what you’d 
like to see, try, taste and do. 

JULIE CATALANO

EARL NOTTINGHAM, © TPWD
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WINE TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: Perissos Vineyard and 
Winery (perissosvineyards.com, 512.820.2950). Perissos 
(meaning “exceeding abundantly”) is a 16-acre family vineyard in 
Burnet with a fascinating story going back three generations of 
farming and forward to their first harvest in 2006. Since then, 75 
percent of their reds and whites have been from estate-grown fruit. 

Torr Na Lochs Vineyard & Winery (torrnalochs.com, 
832.606.7575). Gaelic for “hill over lakes” — fitting for the 
Highland Lakes region — the 180-acre ranch was originally 
purchased for retirement. With water as a key resource in Texas, 
the focus is on environmentally friendly practices, including soil 
sensors to avoid overwatering and rainwater collection. Reds, 
whites, rose. 

Flat Creek Estate (flatcreekestate.com, 512.267.6310). 
This beautiful 80-acre vineyard estate 20 miles east of Marble 
Falls offers guided production tours by reservation and 
bistro dining by reservation. Their wine portfolio includes 
about 10,000 barrels made entirely at the estate using 70-80 
percent Texas-sourced fruit; and a selection of wines imported 
from Italy. 

  
BURNET COUNTY: HOME OF CRANES, 
PLANES, PIES AND SKIES

BALCONES 
CANYONLANDS
NATIONAL WILDLIFE 
REFUGE, MARBLE FALLS
512.339.9432   |   

FWS.GOV/REFUGE/

BALCONES_CANYONLANDS

Some of the best 
birdwatching habitats in Texas 
for endangered songbirds Black-
capped Vireo and the Golden-
Cheeked Warbler, along with 
spoonbills, red-tailed hawks, 
sandpipers, cranes and more. 
The fall brings thousands of 
Monarch butterflies and hawks 
as they migrate south. Walking 
trails and a leisurely drive along 
scenic Cow Creek Road make 
for a full day of meandering 
among the flora and fauna. A 
true wildlife refuge, there is no 

camping, no fishing, no pets, no firearms and no collecting of 
plants, animals, fossils or artifacts. 

HIGHLAND LAKES SQUADRON COMMEMORATIVE 
AIR FORCE MUSEUM, BURNET
715.756.2226   |   HIGHLANDLAKESSQUADRON.COM

Located at Burnet Municipal Kate Craddock Field, this 
small museum is jam-packed with authentic WWII artifacts 
including guns and other weapons from the U.S., Germany 
and Japan, uniforms, newspapers with headlines of the day 
and much more. Knowledgeable guides can walk you through 
the working hanger where WWII aircraft are resurrected 
and restored. 

BLUEBONNET CAFE, MARBLE FALLS
830.693.2344   |   BLUEBONNETCAFE.NET

Crazy popular, so be prepared to wait at peak times. Salads, 
soup, sandwiches, steak, burgers, chicken, catfish, veggies, 
chicken fried steak and daily house specials round out the menu. 
Breakfast is served all day. But the pies are to die for and have 
their own Pie Happy Hour weekdays from 3-5pm. No credit or 
debit cards; cash and checks only.  

PAINTED SKY INN, BURNET
512.715.9896   |   PAINTEDSKYINN.COM

As pretty as it sounds, Painted Sky is located on the eastern 
shore of Lake Buchanan. Fully remodeled in 2011, the clean, 
simple rooms — all facing the lake with sunset views — feature 
kitchens, table and chairs, back doors and patio areas, and are 
perfect for intimate weekend getaways, family reunions, small 
weddings or small group retreats. Five RV sites with full hook-
up connections. Pet friendly. v

For more info, Burnetcountytexas.org.

STEVE MASLOWSKI

JULIE CATALANO
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ASSOCIATIONS
AIA Austin
www.aiaaustin.org
512.452.4332

Austin NARI
www.austinnari.com
512.375.2601

CUSTOM METAL WORK
Christopher Voss Inc.
Fourth Generation Iron Craftsman
www.christophervoss.com
210.843.4332

DOORS
Colonial Iron Doors
www.colonialirondoors.com
210.524.1062

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Broadway Bank
www.broadwaybank.com
210.283.6642

GRANITE & STONE
Triton Stone Group
www.tritonstone.com
Austin: 512.821.0020
San Antonio: 210.546.0980

HOME REMODELING
CG&S Design-Build
www.cgsdb.com
512.444.1580

CROSS
www.cross-tx.com
210.826.7200

INTERIOR DESIGN
Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512.443.3200

JEI Design, Inc.
www.jeidesign.com
512.330.9179

Panache Interiors
www.panacheinteriors.com
512.452.7773

KITCHEN & BATH
Cosentino Center Austin
www.northamericacosentinocenter.com
512.386.7791

Factory Builder Stores
www.factorybuilderstores.com
Austin: 512.834.1442
San Antonio: 210.349.9333

Parrish and Company
www.parrishandcompany.com
Round Rock: 512.835.0937
San Antonio: 830.980.9595
Downtown San Antonio: 210.255.1125

LANDSCAPING
GreenScapes Landscaping & Pools
www.greenscapesaustin.com
512.263.3669

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512.452.511

LUMBER
Capital Hardwoods & Millwork
www.capitalhardwoods.com
210.657.1200

Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210.344.8321

MASTER-PLANNED 
COMMUNITIES
Cinnamon Shore
www.cinnamonshore.com
361.786.0772

Esperanza
www.myesperanza.com
512.260.2066

OUTDOOR LIVING
Homefield
www.homefieldliving.com
830.626.1971

Outside in Style
www.outsideinstyle.com
NW Austin: 512.250.0000
SW Austin: 512.617.8888
San Antonio: 210.558.1818

POOLS
Artesian Pools
www.artesianpoolstx.com
210.251.3211

WINDOWS & DOORS
BMC Window Center
www.buildwithbmc.com
Austin: 512.977.7440
San Antonio: 210.494.8889

Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210.344.8321

Martel
www.martelwindows.com
800.609.1596

Windsor Windows & Doors
www.windsorwindows.com
515.223.6660

WINDOW COVERINGS 
& AWNINGS
Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512.608.0302

Texas Sun & Shade
www.txsunandshade.com
512.402.0990

A D V E R T I S E R  I N D E X
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Austin’s premier window covering boutique 
showcAsing the lAtest styles, trends &  

technology At the 2014 pArAde of homes™  

Silhouette® Window Shadings Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades

Pirouette®  

Window Shadings

Call Now for a free 
In-Home estimate or 
Stop by Our Showroom

austintatiousblinds.com
(512) 608-0302

620

2244

HWY 71 HWY 71

HILL COUNTRY GALLERIA

SHOPS AT THE GALLERIA

Austintatious Blinds & Shutters
12918 shops parkway, ste. 700

bee caves, texas 78738
(Located at the Shops at the gallery)

Pirouette®

Window Shadings

Duette Architella Honeycomb Shades Silhouette® Window Shadings

Austin’s premier window covering boutique
showcasing the latest styles, trends & technology

Call Now for a FREE
In-Home Estimate or 
Stop by Our Showroom

(512) 608-0302
austintatiousblinds.com

Austintatious Blinds & Shutters
12918 Shops Parkway, Ste. 700

Bee Caves, Texas 78738
(Located at the Shops at the Galleria)

620

2244

HWY 71 HWY 71

HILL COUNTRY GALLERIA

SHOPS AT THE GALLERIA




